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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

JONATHAN DAVID MOOERS:
Truth That Needs To Be Revealed
June 20, 2015 – Jonathan David Mooers writes of a TRUMP telecom Town Meeting:
Thank you for having the telecom Town Meeting last Thursday.
The biggest criminal enterprise in the free world today is Soetoro-Obama's Attempted Socialist-Sharia Takeover
of USA 2008-2015; all other calamities from Congress-assisted Fast and Furious murders, Congress-assisted
Benghazi murders, murders on American streets from Soetoro-Obama's army of manipulated "mike-brown
shirts" , murders in American neighborhoods by Congress-assisted jail-release of convicted illegal aliens,
Congress-assisted drone murders, Congress-assisted Barry-Hillary-Valerie murders within the Middle East they
ignited in 2011 that armed and created the ISIS Crisis, etc., are merely the by-products of a complicit oathtaking tax-taking Congress of Criminals supporting and funding a known Criminal candIDate-presIDent SoetoroObama 2008-2015.
Has or will Judicial Watch and Donald Trump investigate and fully verify the following claims on
behalf of some 318,000,000 American citizens:
1. Soetoro-Obama has a forged computer-generated birth certificate posted on whitehouse.gov since April 2011
2. Soetoro-Obama lied on his Illinois attorney license application circa 1992 when he stated under oath that he
never had a former name of "Barry Soetoro" or "Soetoro"
3. Soetoro-Obama has been using a stolen Social Security number issued from Connecticut circa 1977
4. Soetoro-Obama has been using a forged Selective Service form since about 1980
Tom and Don, I hope you will respond to this e-mail ASAP on this most important of all matters in the free world
in 2015, namely, I believe, America has a non-Constitutional "president" intentionally operating outside the US
Constitution in a comparative state of martial law as knowingly supported and funded by a Congress of
Criminals with trillions of hijacked American tax-dollars.
Because no one is above the Law.
Jon Mooers

###
If you’d like more information about this topic, or to schedule an interview with Mr. Edward C. Noonan, Founder and
National Committee Chairman: American Resistance Party, please call 530-777-3474 or email at:
ednoonan7@gmail.com Forward this email to 10 of your friends for a “free gift.” (bcc us for proof of your referral.) (free
gift = Mr. Noonan’s ebook "Chester Arthur - "1st Bogus POTUS" vs. The Death of America")
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